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model ID EAN
black GSM020985 5900495474728
silver GSM021415 5900495478795
gold GSM021414 5900495478788

model ID EAN
silver GSM020987 5900495474742
black GSM020986 5900495474735

model ID EAN
blue GSM020927 5900495474520
pink GSM020926 5900495474513
white GSM020925 5900495474506

battery cable & pendrive

Portable battery with mirror by Beeyo is a gadget for every modern wom-
an. It will allow you to quickly charge your mobile phone or touch up your 
make-up thanks to the built-in LED backlit panel.

Compact Mirror Charger

capacity 3000 mAh

charging time: up to 5 h

voltage: 5V DC 1A

battery type: Li-on

Micro-Smart Fringe Cable

A stylish key ring by Beeyo with fringes and a cable for your smartphone. 
It goes well with a bag or keys and in „key” moments will help you charge 
your device or transfer data.

data transfer

charging cable

cable length: 16.5 cm

Pendrive Bracelet

A bracelet with a USB flash drive from Beeyo is like a modern woman – 
practical and elegant. You will look great with it, but most importantly you 
will always have the data you need “at hand”.

capacity: 16 GB

USB 2.0

bracelet length: 21.5 cm

compatible 
Windows XP 
(and later)
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beeyo Stardust

Discover wonderful experience with a new case line by Beeyo. The Star dust with small crystals, which appeared 
on the new Stardust series, attract the attention of every fashionable woman. Variety of colors, interesting 
patterns inspired by ethnic culture and reinforced sides of the case will seduce more than one female owner of 
the smartphone.

Stardust Cases

GirlyStars

Secret Woman Dreamcatcher

Peacock

Diamond Grid Luxury

Swan

HeartSecret Garden

designed to wick moisture away from interior

metallic print with stylish diamonds

easy access for sockets

slim silicone fitted to smartphone
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model ID EAN
gold GSM020973 5900495474612
silver GSM020974 5900495474629

model ID EAN
pink GSM020989 5900495474766
grey GSM020988 5900495474759

pendrive cable

A stylish key ring with fur and a cable for your smartphone. It goes well 
with a bag or keys and in „key” moments will help you charge your device 
or transfer data.

A heart-shaped USB flash drive from Beeyo with 16 GB of memory is 
a perfect data carrier for every woman. A unique combination of lovely 
design with the form of a pendant will make you never want to take it off! 
Be glamour – Be Beeyo.

Diamond Heart-DriveMicro-Smart Furry Cable

data transfer

charging cable

capacity: 16 GB

USB 2.0

in set: strap

compatible 
Windows XP 
(and later)
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charger charger

Double USB wall charger

model ID EAN
gold GSM012248 5900495361998
silver GSM011915 5900495358042
silver GSM011915 5900495358042

model ID EAN
gold GSM012248 5900495361998
silver GSM011915 5900495358042
silver GSM011915 5900495358042

The charger Beeyo with two independent USB ports will allow you to 
charge a phone and a tablet in the same time. You don’t have to argue 
about using the charger any more!

Triple USB Car Charger

You can use your mobile devices while you travel. 3 charging ports with 
the total intensity up to 5.2 A will allow you to charge 2 tablets and 
a smartphone.

voltage: 5.2 A max voltage: 3.4 A max

3 × USB ports 2 × USB ports

soft touch coating soft touch coating
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model ID EAN
black GSM020838 5900495472960

battery
tempered glass

Lipstick portable battery

The Mirror Tempered Glass is product for the latest models of smartphones. It provideseffective protection 
against screen scratches and damage. This product is easy to install, and a small glass thickness, of only 0.25 
mm, ensures full transparency of the image. Mirror model has been enriched with elegant mirror elements that 
will make your phone unique!

Mirror tempered glass

This portable battery from Beeyo is a stylish and practical accessory for 
a modern woman! It will let you charge your mobile phone when you 
need it most.

capacity 2200 mAh 0.33 mm thickness

charging time: up to 5 h anti-scratching coating

9H hard voltage: 5V DC 1A

net weight: 64g

dimensions: 24×24×92 mm

battery type: Li-on
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